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Abstract 
This paper presents a general economic modification for the present energy strategy. This mod-
ification is unidirectional economic concept depending on three principles. The paper explains 
shortly the basics of engineering connections between renewable energy stations and the tradi-
tional electric power networks, illustrating the technical rules while the economical base has been 
accounted with time consideration. Converting stations and rectification principles are priced, 
simply. Also, the cost comparison may be noted in order to find the best quick way for develop-
ment. The proposed support depends on three axes as the technical (direct current distribution 
systems), financial banking, and industrial activity. This leads to a concentration in the manufac-
tured equipments and devices to be capable for encourage the application of direct current opera-
tion. The tools and devices in the electric systems of cars may be the first key for the technical im-
plementation as a stable actual market in the world so that the industrial axis would lead to the 
commercial use with a reduced price for each component due to the high growth in mass produc-
tion. It is concluded that, the proposed philosophy can be introduced on the basis of government 
support through electric and industrial companies besides governmental banks. Also, encourage 
policy for private investment sectors in marketing and financial authorities may be needed where 
a simple economic model is illustrated. This is an economic differential solution since it accounts 
the price ratio for the aimed target. 
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1. Introduction 
The utilization of renewable energy (RE) to get clean energy is facing a difficulty from the economic point of 
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view so that many researches aimed to treat the item. Feng et al., 2011 [1] tried to improve the gasification per-
formance of biomass to produce a rich temperature gas and Zaki et al., 2011 [2] proposed an efficient method 
for energy analysis of gas turbine plants on the way to improve the energy generation depending on the natural 
air cooling. RE primarily consists of different projects as biomass-based power, co-generation power plants. 
Fernald et al. (2013) [3] have studied the experience and technical expertise in RE providing a platform to take 
advantage of the growing demand (population growth) for alternative power and fuel sources where they pro-
posed the limits for biotechnologies in general. Gao and Razak, 2013 [4] have presented the influenced factors 
related to the urban area. The applied fields are changing in a wide range of activities although many sectors of 
RE depend on the information of technologies, publications, and marketing, including summaries of successful 
projects. A comprehensive source of information for a country, local, utility, and selected suitable RE would be 
a major study for future of humans on the universe (Tang, 2011) [5] while energy efficiency, energy security 
and climate change are vital issues (Phat, 2012) [6]. The quest for sustainable energy solutions is intense and 
companies, researchers and innovators are tackling the problem with a wide variety of approaches. The subject 
was important even for the economic level where Arslan and Ozturan (2011) [7] tried to shed light upon the 
strategic value of information technology (IT) investments. Previous literature suggests that IT investments per 
se are not sufficient for improving firm performance. Drawing from the resource-based view, it is hypothesized 
that IT investments can deliver higher firm performance if they are: 1) combined with complementary assets; 2) 
leveraged to build capabilities; and 3) used to support organizational core competencies. Also, Wan and Liang 
have presented risk management item in large services although RE is not similar to this type.  

If the building energy storage is properly dimensioned (summer/winter), no other energy source is needed 
with powerful economic advantages (Khan and Islam, 2011 [8]). A thermal principle for energy storage is to 
achieve energy balance in stock where it’s monitoring and control interacts with heat pumps and others. Conse-
quentially, control systems are based on open technology over the Internet. Bio-energy (biodiversity, biomass 
basics, and biomass resources) represents a wealth of biomass feedstock information resources from laboratories 
and other research organizations (Derouiche et al., 2011 [9], and Mandal & Chakraborty, 2011 [10]). So, devel-
opment is partly based on original and industrial archival research as well as the untapped mass media record. 
Technical policy goes to the supporting style of solar and wind energies. 

2. Solar Energy 
As sunlight passes through the atmosphere, some of it is absorbed, scattered, and reflected according to many 
factors as: (air molecules, water vapor, clouds, dust, pollutants and natural disasters, and volcanoes). Atmos-
pheric conditions reduce direct radiation by 10% - 100% (clear dry-thick cloudy) days. USA solar resource is a 
good example for Photovoltaic (PV) systems due to the utilization of both direct and scattered sunlight. Concen-
trating solar power by concentrators needs a control system (Khan and Islam, 2011 [8]). Nowadays, residential 
and commercial solar energy grids, hybrid, and backup systems can be installed; where an inverter is required to 
convert power for consumers. Inverters pecification depends on maximum demand power for standard battery 
bank (12, 24 or 48 V). It may be used for a grid-tie, grid-tie with battery backup or off-grid system since solar 
systems are healthy and efficient. Reliable solar inverter is needed in grid-connected PV and charge controller 
systems. 

Khan and Islam (2011) [8] tried for the advancement of solar water heaters while solar grid lights in different 
variations were developed for office applications. Solar street lights are adaptable to the fast-paced evolution of 
technology and marketing which requires product enhancements, new designs, and quick turn-times. Usually, 
solar outdoor street lighting systems are designed for non-electrified rural areas because of reduced cost and low 
maintenance. The combination of excellent grants, incentives, and relative low cost of raw material makes this 
an excellent time to consider RE solutions today. The daily shortest sunny hours per a year (winters) is ac-
counted for safe where the required generation at daylight can be estimated. It helps to get the cost of solar pa-
nels for actual energy consumption but their cost is high relative to the traditional. Initial solar panel cost (capi-
tal cost) is the biggest drawback although tax breaks can help a lot (encourage policy) with credits, rebates and 
incentives. Long-term systems are designed with reliable performance at low maintenance where they are a wide 
range of physical and operating environments. They are perfect for rural, suburban and metropolitan areas while 
new financing options are available to non-residential customers which significantly lower the financial barrier 
of entry into RE projects (Seacord et al., 2011) [11]. Wind power isn’t convenient for residential areas as the 
wind flow is disrupted by buildings.  
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The cost varies according some factors depending on the house hold size, the energy amount needed, the par-
ticular selected solar energy system, received sunshine in the area and available government funding policy. 
Concentrating solar power CSP technologies use mirrors to concentrate sunlight onto receivers to collect and 
convert it to heat so that this thermal energy can then be implemented for electric generation. PV materials and 
devices convert sunlight into electric energy where PV effect caused certain materials to convert light energy 
into electric at the atomic level. In many cases, PV power is the least expensive form of electricity for these 
tasks because there is no need for long wires (expensive part). Thus, solar power can help alleviate capacity 
problems on local grids and can reduce gas emissions by electricity decreasing from plants (Dwivedi et al., 2011) 
[12]. 

3. Wind Energy 
Wind energy (WE) technologies use the energy in natural wind for practical purposes such as generating elec-
tricity, charging batteries, pumping water, and grinding grain. Most wind energy technologies can be imple-
mented as stand-alone applications, connected to a utility power grid, or even combined with a PV system. For 
WE utility-scale sources, a large number of turbines are usually built close together to form a wind farm (WF) 
that provides grid power. Several electricity providers use WF to supply power to their customers. Stand-alone 
turbines are typically applied for water pumping or communications however, homeowners and farmers in 
windy areas can consider small wind systems for electric generation. It should be remarked that, a power plant 
would be fueled using virgin wood residues which, apart from the electricity production, are expected to pro-
duce emissions such as sulfur dioxide, nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide. These emissions should be re-
leased at a size less than 10 microns in diameter. The Windy Point/Windy Flats wind will provide a maximum 
capacity while the overall development is partially completed with the Windy Point of WF consideration. Such 
WF should be constructed as big heavy projects since it can be divided into stages. The wind speed is a major 
factor before any others (Gomes and Cardoso, 2011) [13] as seen in Figure 1. A multi objective optimization is 
necessary to allocate PV and WF power into a network has been proposed (Ramirez, 2011) [14]. Clients can 
avail installation services of wind solar hybrid systems. Services of such systems are acknowledged for reliabil-
ity and effectiveness since they are rendered with advanced technology and innovative ideas. 

4. Coupling with Electric Networks 
The major point in the united networks appears to be the coupling between different generating stations and all 
consumers so that this coupling must be done according to a technical rule. This leads to the synchronizing rule 
for the alternating Current (AC) generators in three items as: [same voltage value V, same phase system se-
quence ABC, same speed (frequency f)]. These three rules are given for the connection of a generator in three 
cases as: (to another generator, to a network, or the connection of a network part to another network section).  
 

 
Figure 1. The electric generation performance with the wind speed.               
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Since the generation of RE is always done on direct current (DC), the rules will be reduced to only the vol-
tage value and polarity. Now, the connection between different sections and components of a network can be 
classified in the form: 

1) Connection of AC side to another AC side is controlled by the basic three synchronizing rules above.  
2) The connection between DC side and another DC section has only value and polarity rules. This case is 

defined as DC/DC Converter where power is taken from a voltage source, delivered to a load. Usually the Con-
version is a voltage to a voltage, but sometimes it can be a voltage to a current (a 12 V battery varies between 
9.6 and 14.4 V, may be converted to 24 V that does not vary at all). There are two types of converters as step 
down and step up converters. In step down case, power is taken from a voltage source, delivered to a load, and 
the output voltage is always less than the input voltage.  

3) The connection between a DC section and another AC side will have three different cases for operation 
according to the direction of power flow. In first case (AC/DC), the AC network will add a power to the re-
newable power at the site (renewable power < the needed) so that a rectifier station will be required. In second 
case (DC/AC), the generated RE is always > the needed so that the power excess may be transmitted through 
the united network. Thus, an inverter station could be necessary. Finally, in the general case (AC/DC or 
DC/AC), the inter-variation in the direction of power flow would be possible. So, DC power goes to the AC 
network in a certain time while this flow can be reversed in another. Thus, an inverter station must be installed. 
It should be mentioned that, the technical view for this connection between networks and RE installation (as 
given below) is the entry way for the economic evaluation in order to present the suitable proposal.  

4.1. Rectifiers 
Rectifier (diode) is a device which permits the current flow in only one direction. This means that the positive 
current passes through diodes while the negative currents will not pass at all. The diode performance differs 
from the resistance but it may be a nonlinear resistance (zero for a specified direction of current and infinity for 
the opposite). If the current has two parts positive and negative; diode passes only the positive part. Consequen-
tially, there must be two terminals {Anode (positive pole) and Cathode (negative pole)}. It should be noted that, 
a current wave form is major to work with rectifiers as it may have different shapes (sinusoidal, rectangular, 
teeth, etc). It is usually utilized to transform the AC current into a DC current so that a lot of positive parts will 
be needed. There are many connections for the diodes in a circuit to gain a DC wave form. The Single Rectifier 
(unpractical) is a half wave rectification. Since the loss in the wave is a half of the wave form per a cycle, a new 
idea for modification may be introduced, leading to raise the waveform efficiency. The double connection for 
rectifiers is needed in a circuit (or a network) to increase the current (or voltage) value, raising the average cur-
rent. This means that this connection is better and more efficient for the transformation from AC circuits into 
DC circuits because the waveform gives a higher average. It should be mentioned that the rules of rectification 
are improved. Multi rectifier connection can cover the required nominal load in the DC circuit. For single phase 
AC circuits, a high effective method for the utilization of rectification is applied. It may be called the rectifier 
bridge as shown in Figure 2(a) where the rectification occurs at all signs of the sinusoidal wave. It is a full wave 
rectification as shown in the figure where two rectified waves per cycle is better. It doubles the result value at 
the same time which gives an efficient concept for the rectification method. 

A new concept for the rectification to get better results is to transform from 3 phase (3ϕ into the rectified 
wave (Three Phase Rectifier). This method is drawn in Figure 2(b) where the DC supply may be produced 
according to this process with higher cost. This allows getting more efficient output waveform where the aver-
age value will be a triple half instead the case of single phase. Thus, it maximizes the output wave form level as 
well as the final waveform approaches the DC waveform. This is clear from the drawings of Figure 2 in which 
the waveforms of the symmetrical 3ϕ are drawn in sequence. The average current will be the summation for all 
of them after rectification. Three Phase Rectifier Bridge is the most suitable rectification concept for the pro-
duction of DC currents. It develops DC supply from AC circuits while this application is given in Figure 2(c). 
A 3ϕ bridge is highly effective more than all other circuits explained above. This effective value in the output is 
deduced due to the summation of the three waves of 3ϕ. 

4.2. Converters 
The current state of power crisis has led inverters to become a part of every household, office and commercial  
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Figure 2. The rectification concepts in electric systems. (a) Single phase 
bridge, (b) Three phase rectifier, (c) Three phase bridge rectifier.                    
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complex because the need for power is increasing up every day. An inverter performs the function of converting 
DC into AC. Nowadays; inverters are popular and preferred more than generators because they require less at-
tention. Also, they are silent during operation, rated at 200, 400, 600, and 800 kVA and more above according to 
the requirements (see Figure 3). Apart from providing power backup inverters need protection to critical devic-
es and instruments, during sudden power cuts, voltage power spikes, brown outs and frequency changes.  

It is important to be noted that for any computer and sensitive digital machine, the uninterrupted power supply 
(UPS) systems, are in huge demand in offices, commercial spaces, editing studios, hospitals and households and 
others where their implementation can be available for both online and offline purposes. The UPS systems must 
outlive their warranty period and perform without any inconvenience to the clients. Inverter features are marked 
for highly efficient technology and silent operation. The operation must be suitable for high surge load capacity 
with a wide voltage range input where a protected battery (fused & better reliability) would be included with 
normal/high charging options.  

A main protection may be a vital such as over temperature and reverse phase protections while auto sense in-
telligent control smart charger may be now in use for quiet operation of AC motors (time delay relay), leading to 
a low harmonic distortion (<3%). It will be suitable for providing alternate power source in corporate offices 
(including computer, scanner, printers, fax machines, etc.). It must be clear that, these inverters are provision for 
emergency and for portable power systems as well as all compressor based appliances (air conditioner, water 
pump, tread mills and other health equipments). Advanced design may present display indications (status & fault) 
with battery state monitoring and the use of high tech permits the auto trickle mode (or multi stage battery 
charger) in addition to smart overload sense and short circuit protection. 

4.3. Uninterruptible Power Supply  
Mainly, an UPS protects critical data by supplying reliable, network-grade power in a traditional tower-style 
form factor. This UPS may be included with management software where this software provides IT administra-
tors the comfort of safe system shutdown and advanced UPS management. Then, an intelligent and efficient 
network power protection from entry level to scaleable runtime can be attached. Phat (2012) [6] has studied the 
challenges of energy security to the industrialization where this way may be useful for the RE performance. 
Thus, servers, point-of-sale, routers, switches, hubs and other network devices can work ideally and safety. In 
addition to legendary reliability and manageability, Smart-UPS (normally standard value of 1 kVA rating 
reaching 30 kVA and more) have extremely high efficiency at low, medium and high load levels making them 
ideal for today’s multi-core or virtualized servers that have varying load consumption. It is noted that, a compact 
UPS ensures an undisturbed power supply and backup for PC and peripherals where it may be integrated with 
external batteries. Normally, three replaceable battery backed UPS outlets, and one surge protection-only outlet 
differentiated by color with USB port may be applied. 

4.4. Batteries 
Generally, batteries are useful in a broad range of applications so that they are varied in a wide range either by 
the type or by the rating. They are also, used in many and many various applications so that they become a ma-
jor tool in the modern life. The UPS depends mainly on the batteries where they are the vital component inside. 
These batteries are in use of absorptive glass mat separators. Therefore, maintenance is unnecessary during their 
life time while the use of high-purity calcium alloy will maximize the longevity of batteries. A battery is nor-
mally, further backed by the modern world technology where usually they are rechargeable, sturdy construction  
 

 
Figure 3. Converters in renewable energy systems. 
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and compact design. They can undergo high number of charge/discharge cycles, have a good load performance, 
and have a long shelf life in any state of charge for a long range of temperatures. Thus, batteries require low 
maintenance and they are resistant to leakage. Consequentially, the combination of low antimony alloy and ce-
ramic vent plug keeps the water addition requirement very low. A topping up frequency of once in 6 - 9 months 
can easily be achieved in normal operation while a special hybrid alloy system may be the best suited to with-
stand high temperatures.  

Dual plate separation for double protection against shocks and vibrations would be considered besides Float/ 
Float guide to indicate electrolyte level position, which also acts as effective fume arrestors and enhancing safe-
ty too. All new alloy systems make the battery better suited for deep discharge although applications ensure ex-
tremely low water loss; and it has as increased reliability. Peak current term is usually applied to the conti-
nuous normal current although the electronic components can operate at larger currents than normal, only for a 
short time. This means that, the load can resist a high surge but for a short duration so that all units must have 
internal timers to reduce automatically the peak current to its normal after 2 - 12 seconds. Continuously, a rec-
ommended input voltage is usually 80% of the maximum rating of transistors inside. If the input voltage exceeds 
1.25 times the recommended voltage, the unit will damaged. It should be noted that, models have automatic shut 
off to protect the unit if the input voltage is excessive. Also, as the input voltage is increased, eventually the unit 
will violently fail.  

Bad output voltage may be appeared if harmonics are superimposed on the DC voltage causing ripples. AC 
voltage is riding on top of DC voltage at the output of a unit while it is sinusoidal and is expressed in peak of 
RMS. On the other side, the operating temperature range for all these components is normally considered in the 
range (−10˚C up to +60˚C). Most standards are specified for input voltages 12 V, 18 V, and 24 V while output 
voltage will be 24, 36, and 48 V, respectively. The average power is 200 - 800 W with a little varied efficiency 
as (94% - 97%). The charging voltage for a battery should be above the nominal by 2 V for a charging current of 
4 mA. The real output power of a battery depends on the output power of solar panel. The construction of wind 
project normally take about a year and so it will create around hundreds jobs during the construction phase and 
tens full-time positions when it becomes operational. This is the way for the activation of commercial market for 
all necessary industries so that it should be considered for the economic evaluation in such cases.  

4.5. Geothermal Electricity  
Heat from earth (geothermal energy GE) originates from deep within earth producing minimal emissions. It 
heats water seeped into underground reservoirs (225˚F - 600˚F) which would be tapped for a variety of applica-
tions, depending on water temperature. GE is more cost-effective and competitive with fossil fuels. It has been 
used in USA to generate electricity since 1960 although there are currently various types of GE plants. The non-
traditional resources are valuable for RE recently because there are many crises has been occurred during the 
last century. Plants use dry steam from underground wells to rotate a turbine, for generator activation. This type 
of resources may be rarely viewed around the world. Flash steam plants are the familiar type of GE, depending 
on the use of water wells at more than 360˚F. Thus, the solar radiation is a general term for electromagnetic rad-
iations emitted by sun where it can be captured and turned into useful forms of energy on the basis of a variety 
of technologies. However, the feasibility and economics of these technologies at a specific location depends on 
the available solar resource with time and place. The solar radiation factors are: (geographic location, time of 
day, season, local landscape, and local weather). 

It is a fact that, the sun strikes the ground surface at different angles, ranging from 0˚ (just above the horizon) 
to 90˚ (directly overhead) because the earth is round. Therefore, the frigid Polar Regions never get a high sun 
due to the tilted axis of rotation; these areas receive no sun at all during part of the year. When sun’s rays are 
vertical, Earth’s surface gets all the energy possible at a certain place. Since the earth revolves around sun in an 
elliptical orbit, it becomes closer to the sun (earth’s surface receives a little more solar energy) during only two 
parts annually. The earth is nearer to the sun when it is summer in each year in the southern hemisphere, and si-
milarly, winter in the northern hemisphere. Geographically, days and nights are both exactly 12 hours long on 
the equinoxes where this is occurred periodically annually on around March 23 and September 22. Countries 
such as USA, Nigeria and India, which lie in the middle latitudes, receive more solar energy in summer because 
not only days are longer, but also the sun is nearly overhead. On the other side, the sun’s rays are far more 
slanted during the shorter days of the winter months.  
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Emerging Energy can be developed and delivered from oil and natural gas, which will remain the world’s 
predominant sources of energy for many decades coming. Sequentially with the growing demand of developing 
economies, we will need every energy source available, including RE but experience in finding, producing and 
delivering energy must lead to a commercial-scale development of RE. A pragmatic approach may be intro-
duced as geothermal, advanced bio-fuels, solar and energy efficiency technologies. Simultaneously, internal re-
search must be conducted and collaborated with governments, businesses and academia in researching and de-
veloping alternative RE sources. Then through these partnerships, information would be shared for technology 
advancement as world looks at providing RE for future generations. 

Bio-fuels may appear as the focus areas in a lot of places on the universe for future. This may be defined into 
three generations while a first traditional generation biofuels would be derived from edible sugars and starches. 
Such type may limit our choice of raw materials to those that do not materially impact food or feed supplies. The 
role depends on many factors, including advances in future technology, public acceptance and economic viabil-
ity. So, all countries must encourage clean technology innovation and small-business development while we 
would bring emerging technologies together with companies around the world to deliver the world’s energy to-
day and in future too. 

5. Economic Approach 
Nowadays, there are many directions or categories which play a role in the utilization of RE. From the econom-
ic point of view, the most important categories are energy type, output style and utilization concept. These three 
items may be the principle way to differentiate where each of them has itself characteristics as explained above. 
So, the first and second categories will be taken off so that the third one will be accounted in the present re-
search besides the economic base as addition for the principle categories. This means that, all these four catego-
ries and others play a vital role in the system as a whole. The interested item of energy utilization may not de-
pend on RE sector because it is the distribution networks. Therefore, a new view for the electric power genera-
tion must be innovated since RE is expensive to get where the fourth added item can push in advance quickly. 
This would be based on a principle strategy in the cheaper direction for the production of RE so that the oppo-
site direction may aid in the solution. So, this section presents a support strategy in a new suite for possible ap-
plications however it may depend on the power distribution system plus the proposed here economic principle. 
In other words, RE efforts must be continued as speedy as besides the proposed here idea. Thus, a new addition 
for the present nominal distribution network could be a helpful point inside the system of support for RE al-
though it may be a technical slowing point. Thus technically, the proposed strategy base can be concluded ac-
cording to a basic simple mathematical analysis given now. 

From the economic point of view, the target of the present paper for the RE support can be formulated on the 
four branches, two are the technical section of work and the other two are for the economic analysis. Technical 
section consists of both Electrical concept and Industrial category while the economic section is divided into 
Banking policy and Marketing activation. The first branch (technical support) may be considered as the door for 
the next branches because it gives the details of all components to be priced in the proposed model. It may take a 
large area of explanation of the subject but this may go to the vital points determining the most suitable installa-
tion at the desired lowest cost. Similarly, the second branch (industrial category) can be joined to the technical 
evaluation in spite of its basic relation to the economic strategy. So, both technical parts of the proposed method 
can be merged together but a simple illustration may be tailored. 

5.1. Distribution Networks 
Distribution network consists of all terminals of the united power system as a whole and the consumer’s loads 
however these loads may be in different shapes and types. Then, the type of distribution systems could be de-
fined as AC or DC distribution networks. Therefore, AC systems are preferred because it a continuous connec-
tion for AC transmission due to advantages as: [cheaper method for the generation of electrical power, simple 
regulation for the voltage through power transformers (either ON load or OFF load tap changers) while the 
voltage control is easy for the distribution networks, good economic solution due to the application of 3ϕ sys-
tems and (easy/cheaper) maintenance for the system]. On the other side, advantages of both transmission and 
distribution DC networks can be abstracted as follows: 

1) The displacement angle will be disappeared completely since the reactive impedance is absent, no capa-
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citance or even inductance for the conductors (wires) and so no reactive loss.  
2) Reduction of the interference between AC and DC circuits. 
3) Conductor skin effect is absent and then, the rating of a wire must be raised. 
4) Less corona loss for transmission systems relative to the corresponding AC networks. 
5) Voltage drop along a cable will be less due to the zero inductance effect in DC circuits. 
6) There is no need for the stabilization in the case of long lines in transmission systems. 
7) The charging current is zero relative to AC circuits so that the loss at no load conditions will be zero. 
8) It is a cheaper system because it needs only 2 conductors/circuit or even one conductor only plus the earth 

such as the electrical networks of cars. This leads to a saving in the expensive materials (copper conductor). 
9) The insulation potential gradient is less relative to AC by 1: 2  ratio so that the cables will be cheaper 

too. 
10) Cheaper implementation for the underground cables at the same rating. 
Tabulation for the difference and comparison between over head wires and underground cables is listed in 

Table 1 where specific important items are illuminated. 
It should be noted that, the effect of nominal operating voltage for feeders in DC distribution networks is 

shown in Figure 4(a) where the conductor material is saved. In this concern, the current density J(t) is a func-
tion of both conductor diameter d (or area A) and the continuous time t of loading a current I as shown in Figure 
4(a) according to the general mathematical time function.  

( ) ( )I t
J t

A
=                                          (1) 

Thus, all parameters are a function of the applied time so that DC utilization reduces the conductor size of 
feeders and distributors for a constant power (P = VI). If we have a multi n feeder system, the definition of cur-
rent I and voltage V for each distributor of a cross sectional area A as  

[ ] ( ), , , , .I AVn In An n V
n n

    = ×         
                                (2) 

In the case of DC systems as shown in Figure 4(b) where the single line diagram of a distributor is given, we 
have for the voltage drop v across a feeder of resistance R as v ratio to current (R = v/I). With increasing the  

 
Table 1. Comparison between over head wires and underground cables.                                                   

Item/item Underground cables Over head wires 

Public safety/faults & failures Safer/better Not safe/higher 

Capital cost/running cost Expensive/very low Cheap/high 

Flexibility/appearance New cell for a cable /invisible Flexible/visual view 

Operating voltage/voltage drop Less than 11 kV/low Any higher/higher 

Damage strokes/HF interference No lighting & thunders /non Affected possibility/possible 

Jointing/fault location Difficult/difficult Simple/cheaper 

Surge effect/charging current Smooth due to sheath/higher Direct effect/only for long lines 

Maintenance Expensive Easy 

 

 
(a)                                       (b) 

Figure 4. The effect of conductor dimension. (a) Current density dependency, (b) Voltage drop with conductor length.                  
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voltage drop n times, the current will be decreased by the same ratio so that the resultant resistance Rn will be  

2 .n
vR n n R
I
n

= × = ×
 
 
 

                                    (3) 

Therefore, DC systems reduce the area for required conductor wires while in another view it increases the 
transmission efficiency η as a positive addition for DC systems. This may be appeared with the known mathe-
matical expressions for the sending end voltage V with a current I and resistance R. So, the efficiency η would 
be derived as 

( ) ( )
Output 1 2 .
Input 2 22

V V RI I
V I R V IRI V IR

η  = = = = −  + × ++    
                  (4) 

With the rise of nV, the current for the same power will be (I/n) while the resistance for each cable is nR. 
Then, the efficiency η may be formulated: 

( )
1 2 .

222

I nV
V Rn I

RI nV IRV InV IR
nn

η

 
    = = = − × +   + ×+  

                     (5) 

Whatever, DC distribution systems may be classified in a major sequence as: (2 wire, 2 wire DC with earthed 
midpoint and 3 wire DC systems). These three systems can be economically compared with AC systems where 
the last are varied according to the number of phases. Single phase systems may be either single phase 2 wire, or 
single phase 2 wire with earthed midpoint or single phase 3 wire AC systems while 2ϕ systems can be 2ϕ, 4 wire 
or 2ϕ, 3 wire AC systems. Also, usual 3ϕ systems have either 3 wire or 4 wire AC systems. 

A brief comparison, mathematically, for the economic saving can be illustrated as given directly in Table 2. 
The comparison is done for the conductor cost at same power and operating voltage while the economic study 
appears to be the target. Generally, the circuit diagram for all given distribution systems are drawn in Figure 5(a) 
and Figure 5(b) as currents and voltages are illustrated on each circuit, individually. All cases are given in serial 
numbers as a subscript for current and maximum voltage Vm while RMS voltage is defined ( )6RMS mV V= . The 
comparison has been done for the unity system where the value 1 represents the base reference for calculations. 

Whatever, the DC circuits have no displacement while the AC systems have a displacement angle of ϕ. So, 
the dependency of the economic saving is sharply dependent on the power factor (p.f.) which is defined mathe-
matically as cosϕ. It should be remarked that, the best of all systems driven in Table 2 is the double wire DC 
with earthed midpoint systems because the ratio is 1/4. It is less than unity where there is no displacement angle. 
It is needed to say that, these systems are explained before in the previous chapters when the dynamic loads 
were studied. The last circuit for 3ϕ, 4w, AC systems is a real network for distribution systems where it is nor-
mally unbalanced. So, the neutral current is always high although 3ϕ, 3w networks are balanced mostly for large 
industrial loads. Consequentially, the current I will be expressed referring to power P by 

[ ]
6 .

3 cos
3 cos

6
mm

P PI
VV φ

φ
= =
  
  
  

                              (6) 

5.2. Design Strategy 
Nowadays, the global electricity sector and its customers are faced with a number of challenges that are unpa-
ralleled since the advent of widespread electrification. Challenges including climate change, escalating energy 
prices, energy security and energy efficiency are converging to drive fundamental change in the way energy is 
produced, delivered and utilized. The electricity system of the future must produce and distribute electricity that 
is reliable, affordable and clean. To accomplish these goals, both the electricity grid and the existing regulatory 
system must be smarter (Hidayatullah et al., 2011) [15].  

The design of a distribution wiring would be based on the economic class since the price of any item must be  
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Table 2. The comparison between all AC and DC distribution systems.                                                   

Current Phases Wiring system Overhead lines Cables 

DC  

2 w 1 1 

2 w, earthed midpoint 1/4 1 

3 w 0.3125 1.25 

AC 

1 

2 w 2/cos2ϕ 2/cos2ϕ 

2 w, earthed midpoint 0.5/cos2ϕ 2/cos ϕ 

3w 0.625/cos2ϕ 2.5/cos2ϕ 

2 
4 w 0.5/cos2ϕ 2/cos2ϕ 

3 w 1.457/cos2ϕ 2.914/cos2ϕ 

3 
3 w 0.5/cos2ϕ 1.5/cos2ϕ 

4 w 0.583/cos2ϕ 1.75/cos2ϕ 

 

 
Figure 5. The distribution systems. (a) DC systems, (b) AC systems.                                                      

 
considered for. So, the selection for voltage and kind of the system could be important since there are usually a 
lot of standard values can be chosen. This process should be accounted in order to get the energy cost as mini-
mum as possible. Also, the effective engineering factor for such evaluation may be illuminated by the efficiency 
of the network although it may be partitioned into a lot of sections to evaluate the efficiency. In the above style 
of the distribution networks, the basic items for advantages can be also introduced. Since we need to minimize 
the current carrying capacity, the HV tendency will be important. Otherwise, the efficiency η in the transmitted 
power would be the base factor for comparison as it can be expressed in the form 

[ ] 2

output output output .
input output cableloss output I R

η = = =
+  + 

                        (7) 

This formula determines the actual term which may be the major factor so that the loss value should be mini-
mum. So, the resistance of a cable or a line could be minimized since the conductor material conductivity is very 
high. Then, the material besides the loss will direct the designer to the effective selection. The main advantages 
for AC transmission should be named as: (simple voltage regulation, low cost, reduction of conductor size, ef-
fective transmission (high efficiency), current reduction, and very long lengths would be approved and low vol-
tage drop across lines). Contrary, disadvantages can be addressed as: (the present of corona loss with HV, high 
requirements for the insulation, the power factor modification can be handled, and large spacing between phas-
es will be needed). 
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5.3. Conductor  
Starting from the material classifications according to the properties in general (chemical, magnetic, electrical 
and mechanical), electrical properties may lead to the selection of a suitable conductor (cable) because the con-
ductor price depends on the type selected in addition to the type of accessories and auxiliaries of installation of a 
distribution network. There a lot of shapes for the conductors such as: (wires, insulation coated wires, cables, 
circular wires, rectangular or square bars, angles, channels, flat strips, and many others). The electrical proper-
ties of conductor materials can be analyzed shortly. 

A material resistivity ρ in Ω∙m ( )R l Aρ = ×   , having a length l, sectional area A and resistance R, causes a 
power loss in a circuit. Otherwise, the resistivity depends on some factors as: (alloying: the resistivity increases 
with the alloy content, aging, mechanical characteristics, heat accumulation inside). Contrary, the conductivity 
of a material (Ω−1∙m−1) is the reciprocal of the resistivity ρ while super conductivity is appeared in the practical 
applications (since some metals and compounds can lose their electric resistance abruptly before the absolute 
zero temperature). This means a circuit without any resistance (super conductor) whatever; the super conductiv-
ity temperature is varied from a metal to another. However, the resistance of AC circuit is a part of the imped-
ance Z (Resistance, Inductance, Capacitance and Leakance). The resistance is varied either with temperature or 
with the type of applied current because the DC resistance is always less than the corresponding AC value. Di-
electric strength means resistance of a material for the voltage rise withstand where the conductors have a very 
low resistance. Insulators must withstand even with HV level so that they can be used as an isolation medium 
between the conductors (carrying currents) and the earthed land or even earthed walls (zero potential). The re-
sistance of a conductor is low but it is high for insulators. 

Since a current produces a heat excess in the conductor, whose dimensions should be varied accordingly. So, 
its resistance will be changed during the current passing through and consequentially, the new resistance must be 
inserted in the computation of the factors of this circuit. Thus, the temperature coefficient αT of a resistance con-
trols such effect where it is defined theoretically as: 

[ ]
[ ]

1 2

2 1 2

1 .T T T
ρ ρ

α
ρ
−

= =
−

                                   (8) 

This equation can be reformulated, due to temperature (in K) variation, for the resistance R calculation as: 

( )1 2
1 2

1 .TR R
T T
α   = +   
−    

                                   (9) 

Thus, Table 3 lists the variation characteristics for the most known conductors. 
There are a lot of factors for this item although more new factors may be introduced in future. The concerned 

properties may be defined as: (electro physical, electro chemical, electro mechanical and electromagnetic). 
Firstly, the major requirement for a conductor can be: [high electric conductivity (low resistivity), easy availa-
bility, low specific gravity, high tensile strength, low cost and non brittle] and so, its price will be affected. It 
should be mentioned that, there is no pure material can meet these entire requirements so that a merging for two 
or more (alloy) may reach the goal. Acircular stranded (diameter d each) conductor, with outer diameter D 

( )2 1D d n= +    as a function of the number of layers n, faces the required tensile stress where stranding shall 
be in adjacent layers and the total number of strands N in a conductor is computed as ( )3 1 1N n n= − +   .  

Since the conductor resistance plays a great role not only in a cable power loss but also in the voltage drop 
across its terminals, a brief summary for the most important factors for these materials should be a step towards 
the best design for the wiring scheme. Finally, DC systems appear to be the most economic so that the necessary 
strategy is to direct the distribution networks towards DC systems. This may be implemented as a replacement  

 
Table 3. The variation characteristics of resistivity (Ω∙m) for some conductors at 20˚C.                                        

Material ρ (10−10) α (10−4) Material ρ (10−10) α (10−4) Material ρ (10−10) α (10−4) 

Aluminum 2.69 40.3 Nickel 10.5 40 Lead 21 41 

Annealed cu. 1.72 39 Silver 1.6 40 Iron 9.8 65 

Tungsten 5.5 50 Tin 11.5 46    
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or addition and extensions for the present connections. Otherwise the running cost; for a cable or distributor de-
pends on the type of conductor material so that these materials would be given. This idea is a major support for 
RE because this will take action in the direction of facility towards it. This means that the application of DC 
distribution systems must give a bonus point for RE so that the converter stations attached to WF or solar 
sources may not be required. It is another new strategy to improve the performance of RE applications in spite 
of the trying of Saleh and Eskandar (2011) [16] to define the sizing of converters for machine drives. The sup-
port would be from the electricity companies to go towards the proposed idea in addition to the industry field to 
manufacture equipments and devices for DC networks. The effort of Governments as well as electric authorities 
and companies would be increased as well as the industry sector that may direct factories to manufacture a lot of 
appliances for DC implementation. 

5.4. Industrial Category 
The industrial category in this concept plays a major role in the costing process since the industrialization of 
most components required either for the RE generation or for the DC appliances (devices, lamps, instruments, 
tools, house cooking machine, etc.) can be manufactured locally. This means that the labor quantity must be in-
creased and consequentially, the market cycling may be improved beside the economic benefits. Also, the DC 
products market will be more active so that a dynamic growth in the GDP can be seen. The industrial principle 
would be encouraged by the government because the policy of the government can direct the financial support 
towards the simple and small industries not only for the official sector but also for the private one. So, small in-
vestors will be bold to entry this type of industries. Contrary, the already required industries would be advanced 
in forward to modify and get the best products to serve the RE industries. The benefits of such policy could be 
reflected on the marketing growth in each country and so, the macroeconomic may be raised. Different indus-
tries must be affected by the policy of industrialization because the small industry may depend on others far in-
dustries.  

The industry category may be divided into two branches as the direct energy tools and devices branch and the 
second one which may be another type of industry. The first division is still expensive because of the little 
number of renewable energy consumers. So, a credit system must be built in order to encourage customers to go 
towards RE style. The present systems in some countries can’t active the targ et al. though it succeeded in many 
developed countries. The activation of a new more reliable system can be achieved through the technical view 
explained above where the car field industries could be a good market for the utilization. The second division 
may be represents as all industries that serve the production of tools and devices and all accessories of RE 
components. 

Finally, the technical part of analysis may be now clear and simple for the economic reading evaluation so 
that the second part as defined above will contain the two sections of both Banking policies and Marketing acti-
vation as well as the government support for this branch. This can be studied in more details as given below.  

6. Cost Analysis 
Basically, a linear cost dependency should be assumed as well as the average cost will be considered for sim-
plicity. The combination between RE sources and traditional AC power network is drawn in Figure 6 although 
different internal parts would be differentiated for the cost study. The given above analysis for the electrical  

 

 
Figure 6. The block scheme for coupling between renewable energy generation and 
electric grid.                                                                       
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connections and components is a vital item in the economic investigation because all these elements and others 
should be evaluated. This means that, each element must be priced for an exact costing although the simple 
global for a sum of them may be priced as a block together in the present research model. The proposed model is 
a global indicator model in order to prove the quality of the suggested principle for all countries around the 
world. The aimed support may be built on the two basic economic fields as banking policy as well as the mar-
keting activation since the unidirectional concept for could not stand against the opposite force of expensive 
energy. The banking policy can overcome the present problem through the facilities requirements for small in-
vestors plus bonus credits so that banking leaders should face the item and go on without any doubt. This may 
be a regulation dependent but brave is very needed to cross. The second category (marketing activation) is a 
simple so that all investors and industry men will welcome for such strategy. However, marketing activation 
represents a target for all steps of the system of production, marketing and utilization while the economic activi-
ty will be better due to the proposed marketing dynamics.    

Since the applications of RE are mainly related to the far points of population, the population (residents) must 
be a vital factor in the economic effect on the RE appearance on the surface. Wanxin, W., Zequn, G. (2013) [17] 
investigated this subject using the MATLAB programming with a growth model for the population growth in 
China. They studied the capital-labor ratio besides the population growth situation. However, Pekár et al. (2013) 
[18] applied the maximizing of Omega function to select the portfolio while economic impact for the using the 
waste as a production input through the blue economic has been proposed by Varga et al. (2013) [19]. This 
seems to be analogue to the RE support policy. 

A per unit system for the economic evaluation would be introduced where the ratio of average cost for the 
needed parts for the two cases: AC and AC/DC distribution systems. Therefore, relative cost for the added tech-
nical parts would be estimated in order to ensure the validity of the proposed AC/DC distribution system. So, a 
major price value of X would be proposed while all approximate prices of parts inside will be measured. This 
price could be different from a country to another so that the presented analysis must be suitable for all. The DC 
loads would be proposed as 12 V loads since the market has such requirements such as lamps, machines, tools, 
etc. This means that the market of car auxiliaries and some spare parts will be refreshed well as well as the cost 
analysis may be modified (less price); than any other voltage level. Table 4 lists various global prices of com-
ponents in this investigation when the average approximate value for the price is presented. It is important to in-
dicate that, the use of DC application is more safety than the AC system although the heavy power consumption 
will not. Also, the most used rated power for loads may be considered in order to simplify the mathematical 
analysis. The given initial data may be summarized in Table 5 where all values are indicated as referred to the  

 
Table 4. The suggested prices for used components (AC 220 V) and (12 V DC).                                               

Place Component Quantity 220 V 
price 

12 V 
price Component Quantity 220 V 

price 
12 V 
price 

Loads 

Lamp 100 6 X 2 X Lamp holder 100 4 X X 

Wire unit 10 m 2 X X Panel board 1 200 X 20 X 

Rectifier 1 100 X 0 X Signal system 1 5 X 5 X 

Circuit breaker 10 10 X 2 X Switch 10 3 X 3 X 

Fuse 10 5 X X Relay 10 30 X 30 X 

Earthing 1 20 X 0 X Metering 1 40 X 40 X 

Stations 

Converter 1 1000 X 0 X Rectifier 6 100 X 0 X 

Internal  
connections 3 100 X 0 X External  

connections 3 200 X 0 X 

Control room 1 300 X 250 X Control circuits 1 120 X 50 X 

Protection 
schemes 1 200 X 150 X Signaling 1 30 X 30 X 

Coupling 
Wires 100 m 15 X 0 X Towers 2 200 X 0 X 

Protection 
schemes 1 100 X 0 X Signaling 1 20 X 0 X 

Maintenance Major 1 1000 X 100 X routine 2 100 X 5 X 
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Table 5. The collected data for the cost of a chosen distribution supply.                                                       

System Loads Stations Coupling Maintenance Total 

220 V (AC) 1865 3150 2020 1200 8235 

12 V (DC) 735 480 0 105 1320 

 
basic price X. However, the banking support for such tendency may be a positive value in spite of the risk eval-
uation for such cases. 

Broll et al. (2011) [20] concluded that the economic environment for financial institutions has become increa-
singly risky and advised institutions to find ways to manage risk of which one of the most important forms is 
credit risk. They depended on the mean-variance (mean-standard deviation) approach to examine a banking firm 
investing in risky assets and hedging opportunities. 

This means that the cost of the proposed distribution system is 1320 X units relative to 8235 X units in the 
case of pure AC networks. So, a mean saving of ( )8235 1320 8235 6915 8235 83.97%− = =    may be oc-
curred although this approximate value can be varied from a country to another. Also, this saving depends on the 
time of application where the marketing process is always changeable with time. This is a simple calibration for 
the proposed tendency so that it may help well in the macroeconomics development due to the inrush pushing 
for the small industries related in each country. The future work should be stressed on this scale as the primary 
results give a good indication.  

Contrary, banking investment in the field of mobile industry is in a competitive condition all the time because 
of the high quick profit (Baranes and Vnong, 2011) [21]. Thus, a great attention should be faced by banks 
around to the financial support for the RE industries in each country where the RE generation can be utilized. 

7. Conclusions 
From the above analysis, it is concluded that: 
• New strategy for the supporting of renewable energy advancement would be inserted in the international 

policy. 
• The proposed strategy directs the support operation to the application terminals in all related fields. 
• The DC distribution networks should be appeared in a wide scale in the world around. 
• On the basis of economy requirements, the industry of appliance devices, lamps and equipments as well as 

other instruments must be produced in the scale of mass production in order to cover the future increase of 
their use. 

• The international marketing of the DC appliances and even devices as well as instruments, especially for the 
car spare parts markets, will grow around the world due to the tendency for the use of DC supply as a ter-
minal in distribution electric networks.  

• The banking support for the RE applications and all related industries is required in spite of the risk in-
volved. 
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